RISOGRAF INTRO

If you’re about to order Riso prints
from us and you would like to prepare the print files by yourself, this
manual could be helpful to read
beforehand. We also provide help
with preparing your files, a cost
by hour will then be added to your
quote. If you want to keep print
costs low, we recommend you to
prepare the files by yourself.

The Risograph is an alternative
printer for DIY bookmakers and
publishers all around the world.
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The Risograph might look like an
ordinary photocopier, but while
an ordinary photocopier prints
with inkjet or laser, the Risograph
prints with a stencil similarly to the
silkscreen printing technique. The
Risograph stencil, called a master,
blocks out the color just as the silk
screen does when printing by hand.
You might say that the Risograph
is the lovechild of silkscreen-printing and the photocopier - it has the
craft and charm of silkscreen, but a
much larger printing capacity, like
the photocopier.
The colors needs to be printed
separately when using a Risograph.
This is because only one drum of
color can fit into the machine at
the same time. It is possible to print
color-photographs in CMYK with
the Risograph, but the photo needs
to be printed four times with four
different colors on top of each
other. It will also look different from
how it looks on the screen, it’ll have
that charming “Riso-look” to it.
In the middle of the Risograph there
is a cylinder containing ink and a roll
of rice paper. Rice paper is sensitive
to heat, so when the master is being made, the paper rolls out and
a thermal plate burns little holes
that makes a raster from the printfile. The master is then rolled onto
the ink cylinder which rotates like

a laundry machine. When the master is done, printing is very fast:
up to a 100 copies in one minute.
Riso-printing is optimal for making
fanzines and posters, as it is both
high in quality and low in cost.
A big advantage with Riso it is that is
more environmentally friendly than

using a commercial photocopier. Riso
ink mostly consist of oil made of soybeans, water and pigment. Both rice
paper and the colors that are left on
the printed sheets are biodegradable.
But the real environmental contributor
is that Riso prints don’t need to be fixated with heat. This means less energy
is required than for ordinary printing.

Riso functions
The Risograph is good for printing images, illustrations, posters,
poetry-collections, fanzines and
anything that can be fitted within the A3-format. As a first time
Riso printer, there a few thing you
might want to know.
Raster
The stencil, or the master, is made
when a thermal plate inside the
Risograph burns small holes into the
rice paper. Together, all the small
holes make a raster that simulates
the image in your print file. This
means that the Risograph can print
gradients through making a raster
from the digital gradient.
It is possible to choose rasters that are
big and visible or small and discreet.

fiberliknande 	    

skärmtäckt 50 vinkel 10

skärmtäckt 100 vinkel 65

skärmtäckt 200 vinkel 90

Overlap
The Riso colors are a bit transparent.
This makes it possible to overlap
different colors to create different
shades and effects. Keeping this in
mind during your design process
will enable you to, as an example,
create three colors in your print
while only using two Riso colors. In
other words, you can create very
interesting color effects with overlapping and it is cost-effective too!

cyan blå 			

gul					

cyan blå och gul i overlap 		

cyan blå och orange i overlap

Photos
When printing photos your options
are to use a single color or choose
several colors. The printing process
takes longer when it comes to four
color prints because it is only possible
to print with one color at a time.
Remember: the Riso has a mind of
its own and you have to count on

ovan: våra oilka cmyk färger samt ett foto i cmyk
nedan: ett momcromt foto i blå och ett färglagt foto.		

always getting some not-perfectlyaligned copies. It will not look exactly
like your digital photo does in your
prepress-file, but printing photos
in CMYK with the Risograph really
breathes that lovely retro-feel. We
wholeheartedly encourage anyone who can accept these minor

imperfections and see the crafty
charm in it to try it out. Another
option is to print photos in one
color - a different look, but equally
pretty and a way to make certain
your photos are nice and sharp.
Printing with two or three colors is
also possible

we love Munken Pure so much is
its ability to absorb the Riso colors
and that it doesn’t leave as much
color residue as other papers with
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Paper
Our in-house paper is Munken Pure
in 100-200gsm, which is an offwhite paper (white paper that is
slightly yellow). The reason why

ORANGE

Remember: if you prepare your
own file for prepress, you’re also
responsible for including crop
marks and bleed when exporting.
Riso-colors
The Risograph has it’s own colors
that are specifically manufactured
for this kind of printing. The colors
are not bound to any of the usual
color systems (CMYK, RGB, PANTONE), so it is hard to foresee
the exact outcome before test
printing, especially if you haven’t
tried Riso printing before. Keep
in mind: if it is crucial to you that
you get the exact colors as in your
prepress-file/ you’re not open to
slight changes and you are not familiar with the Riso process, we recommend you to not use the Risograph in that case. It is possible to
get similar colors in prepress, but
it will not be exact. If you are sure
printing with the Risograph is the
best option for your design, we
recommend you to get access to
our color samples and look at our
tutorial before you get started.
This will help you to get the best
results for your print.

Japanese name: HEX:
オレンジ
FF6C2F

less absorbability can do. If you are
interested to print on any other
kind of paper (different color,
brand, texture) this is also possible!
You can buy the paper yourself and
bring it to the studio and we will
take the paper cost off your print
quote. We also order different kinds
of paper on demand.
Cropping
If you want your image to be
cropped in a specific format outside
our usual ones (A4, A3) or you want
your image to cover the whole sheet
(with bleed) and not have a white
edge, we can offer you cropping.
Simply request cropping of your
prints when you send us your quote.

RGB:
255, 108, 47

CMYK:
0, 58, 82, 0

Pantone:
O21U

RGB:
255, 72, 176

CMYK:
0, 72, 31, 0

Pantone:
806U

RGB:
255, 232, 0

CMYK:
0, 9, 100, 0

Pantone:
YELLOW U

RGB:
241, 80, 96

CMYK:
0, 67, 60, 5

Pantone:
185U

RGB:
0, 120, 191

CMYK:
99, 22, 0, 1

Pantone:
3005U

RGB:
118, 91, 167

CMYK:
61, 73, 0, 0

Pantone:
2685

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 100

Pantone:
BLACK U

RGB:
187, 139, 65

CMYK:
6, 26, 97, 15

Pantone:
1285U

RGB:
94, 200, 229

CMYK:
49, 0, 11, 0

Pantone:
637

RGB:
0, 131, 138

CMYK:
100, 1, 40, 7

Pantone:
321U

FLOURESCENT PINK

Japanese name: HEX:
蛍光ピンク
FF48B0
YELLOW

Japanese name: HEX:
イエロー
FFE800
BRIGHT RED

Japanese name: HEX:
ブライトレッド
F15060
BLUE

Japanese name: HEX:
ブルー
0078BF
PURPLE

Japanese name: HEX:
パープル
765BA7
BLACK

Japanese name: HEX:
ブラック
000000
FLAT GOLD

Japanese name: HEX:
フラットゴールド
BB8B41
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AQUA

Japanese name: HEX:
アクア
5EC8E5
TEAL

Japanese name: HEX:
ティールグリーソ
00838A

Things to keep in mind
Smudging
Riso colors don’t fully dry. They
partly sink into the paper, partly
stay on the surface and become
easily smudgeable. This is good
in one way because mistakes on
a clear background can be eas
ily erased. On the other hand, it
is good to keep smudging in mind
when you’re choosing how many
colors you want to print and what
opacity they should have.
If you print two or more colors
each with a 100% opacity, the
colors are likely to smudge more.
We recommend you to maximum
print two colors with a 100% opacity on top of each other, especially
if they overlap in the middle of the
sheet. The colors are most likely
to smudge in the middle, but if you
choose a lower opacity or if you’re
printing several images on one
sheet, place them so that there is a
white space in between them in the

Roling marks
The Risograph has a rubber roll
that feeds papers into the machine
when printing. This roll can often
cause small stripes when printing
with more than one color, because
it gets covered in excess color from

the prints that can get transferred
to others. We try to control this by
cleaning the roll when needed and
by letting the prints dry as long
as possible in between, but minor
stripes are not completely avoidable when printing multiple colors
in a high opacity. Although, if these
stripes appear on a clear background they are easy to erase. Read
more about how to avoid this in the
section above called “smudging”.

Ett säkert sätt att få rullmärken när du tycker A6.

Genom att göra ett mellanrum unviker du rullmärken.

middle of the sheet. This technique
can be applied when for example
printing postcards and with it the
risk of smudging is lower.

När rullmärket dyker upp på en annan tryckt yta.

Registration
The Risograph prints every color
separately. If your image has two
or more colors the colors have
to be in layers that are perfectly
aligned.
Even if the layers are aligned,
manual adjustments are usually
needed when printing. Making sure
the file is set up correctly in prepress is necessary when printing
with the Risograph.
When printing a large edition, regi
stration accuracy will vary between
0.5 and 1 mm. This is partly because
the fitting is carried out manually
and partly because the machine is a
bit unpredictable.
You can also use incorrect alignment consciously to add a nice
effect to your print.

Checklist
[ ] Define what you would like to
print, multiple images or a fanzine,
or a book?
Mail us a print order and specify:
[ ] Format, size and if you want to
have blled or not.

[ ] How many Riso colors you would
like to print with.
[ ] How many samples you would
like to print.
[ ] If you want to handle the prepress yourself or do you want us to
handle it.

[ ] If you are printing a zine or a
book, specify the binding type and if
you want us to do it or do it yourself.
[ ] Send your order at least 10 days
before you need it to be print if
you are later than that you can still
email us but we can not guarantee
that it will be done in time in that
case.
If you want to make the prepress
on your own
[ ]For every Riso color that you
have on your print, there should
be a file in black/white, so if you
are printing a poster in orange and
blue you need to send two files in
jpg, one for the orange color and
one for the blue.
[ ] Name the files this way: imagename_format_color.jpg and
place them in a map with your
name on it. If you are sending files
for a zine or a book, send the files
in a map, name them title_1A_risocolor.jpg, 1 is the first spread and A
is for the front. 1B is the backside of
the first spread. If there is a lot of
pages and colors, organise them so
that 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and so on have
maps with the individual riso stencils in each page, keep it neat and
tidy and that will make the print
work efficient and your cost lower.
[ ] If you choose to make the
prepress on your own you are
responsible for that the files that
you send are right. If it is big paintwork we do not have time to go
through and make sure that it’s
right, but if its just the one print we
usually look through it and make
sure it’s printable. If you are unsure
about the prepress, maybe it’s best
if you attend a workshop and we
can show you how to do it, but we
also offer the service of doing the
prepress for you. Let us know and
we will include it in your print cost.

GLOSSARY
Screen print: A type of print that can
be made on both paper and stencil.
The print is in a frame that is processed with a light-sensitive chemical
that by being lit up creates a stencil
in the frame. The print is made by
pressing ink through the stencil of
the frame on a flat surface with a
gummy scrape.
Stencil print: There are different
types of stencil prints like screen
print and Risograph. Before laser
print and inkjet hit the market it was
the most commercial type of printer.
A stencil can be made in many ways,
also in an analogue way by cutting
holes through a paper.
Master: The stencil that is made
on rice paper in the Risograph is
called Master.
CMYK: Short for (Cyan, Magenta,

Yellow, Black(keyplate)). Is the most
common and standard color profile
that is used in printing for making
color photos and image separations.
There are some colour profiles for
Riso printing, you can purchase
them at colorlibrary.ch.
Laser printer: A bigger copy
machine and the most common
copy machine on big workspaces.
Prints using laser and color powder.
Ink-jet: One of the most common
printers in the home environment. It
applies the color by ”spitting out” it
on the paper through a nostril that
moves back and forth on the paper.
Color profile: space of two or more
color that coexist to create an image
using the colors within the color
profile. The color profile also separates the colors into color channels

so that the channels can be split
and made into color stencils for
print. CMYK and RGB are the two
most common color profiles.
Offset print: A more exclusive print
that prints using tin cylinders. It
looks similar to Riso print but is a bit
smoother if you are printing a small
volume Riso is more cost-efficient.
Prepress: A preparation of your
digital print to print files. It includes
not only color separation but also
placing pages on spreads, placing
crop marks, registration marks and
bleed.
Fanzine, Zine: A DIY magazine or
paper/small book or publication.
From the beginning of its origin a
publication with most content of
music and music texts, but now it
can be about anything.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR THOUGHS DO NOT
HESITATE TO CONTACT US AT HELLO@JEMINIPRESS.SE

